
RGB Express

**About RGB Express**

In RGB Express, players have to load trucks and bring them to their destination. Players plot the

course of each truck on a map. 

RGB Express makes you the CEO of a successful company that is specialized in the delivery of

colors. An important part of your business, of course, is planning the most efficient route. As a

general manager, you are responsible for planning the routes for each truck. On a map you have to

draw in which truck should take which route to bring the package to the right destination. However,

it should be noted that each truck has a different color. This specifies which package he can load.

Before the package can be delivered, however, it must first be loaded onto the cart. You have to

pick up the package at a certain point on the map. Can you coordinate all the trucks so that all

customers get their packages? Keep in mind that more and more obstacles will be added as the

game progresses.

**RGB Express - Features:**

- Plan the route of your trucks: In RGB Express, you run a successful company known for fast color

delivery. Of course you want to keep this reputation. Because of this, you have to plan which route

each truck should drive. Since several trucks are on the way to the customer, you must be careful

that their routes do not overlap too much, so that it does not come to an accident or a truck is

prevented from driving on. Another difficulty is that the package must first be loaded onto the

truck. The color of the truck indicates which package it is responsible for. On the map you can see

at what point the truck has to collect the package. Plan carefully which route the truck should drive

so that it can easily collect the package and bring it to the right customer. Once you have plotted

all the routes on the map, press Play and see if your plan works.

- Master new challenges: The levels will get more and more difficult as the game progresses. In

later levels there are new obstacles on the map that you have to take into account when planning

your route. For example, your truck may need to reload goods, pass bridges, or turn switches to

get to the destination.

- Tip feature: While the levels at the beginning of the game are still quite simple, there are also

levels later on in the game that demand a lot. If you are stuck, you can use the hint feature of the

game. If you activate a tip, the correct route will be shown for a moment.

Conclusion: RGB Express is an entertaining puzzle game that is suitable for all ages due to its

simple gameplay.


